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Abstract 
In the summer of 1705, as Sir John Vanbrugh was casting 
about for dramatic source material which might play successfully 
at the new Haymarket theatre, he rediscovered Florent Dancourt's 
Les Bourgeoises a la Mode and, in the manner of Restoration 
theatre playwrights, created an adapted version in many respects 
quite different from the original. This adaptation, known as The 
Confederacy, is considered by many Vanbrugh scholars to be one of 
the English author's best works. 
This paper is essentially a comparative study of the two 
plays. It begins with a plot summary of the play Vanbrugh used as 
the basis of his adaptation, and which he may have seen following 
his release from the Bastille in 1692. I have included excerpts 
from Les Bourgeoises a la Mode which illustrate the French 
author ' s characteristic style and indicate the type of material 
Vanbrugh was adapting for English tastes. Next follows a brief 
look at Vanbrugh's England, especially aspects of theatre 
tradition, audiences and culture which would have been most likely 
to influence Vanbrugh as he reworked Dancourt ' s material. 
Finally, I offer a comparative analysis of the two plays. 
Among the major differences distinguishing Vanbrugh's play are: 
1) distinctly English prologue and epilogue; 2) extensive 
restructuring including the addition of three new scenes or scene 
segments; 3) disregard for or "remodeling" of the French theatre 
tradition of regles and bienseances (unities of time, place, 
action, and propriety of language in drama); 4) more 
individualized (if exaggerated) character portrayal in contrast to 
relatively stereotypical "French characters; 5) greater reliance on 
stage action and farcical elements; and 6) a coarser, more lively 
language, closer to the vernacular. 
In this section I present the changes Vanbrugh made and 
illustrate stylistic differences of the two authors. I also trace 
many distinctions between the plays to divergent French and 
English linguistic, theatrical and cultural traditions, as well as 
authorial predilections. 
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Introduction 
In November of 1692 John Vanbrugh was released from the 
Bastille. Precisely that month Les Bourgeoises a la Mode 
premiered at the new Theatre de l'Etoile in Paris (Blanc 90). It 
is probable that Vanbrugh actually saw this successful French 
comedy performed before he left France in March 1693 (Bingham 
116). 
Twelve years later, Vanbrugh was a prosperous man of the 
world. He held prestigious government posts in England as 
Comptroller of the Queen's Works and Clarenceux King of Arms. He 
had witnessed the staging of seven of his plays, including five 
adaptations and two original works, The Relapse and The Provoked 
Wife. As builder and architect, Vanbrugh had collaborated with 
Wren and Hawksmoor on the completion of Greenwich Hospital, 
designed and supervised construction of the Queen's Haymarket 
theatre as well as his own "Goose Pie" House in Whitehall, and had 
begun work on both Castle Howard for Lord Carlisle and Blenheim 
Palace for the Duke of Marlborough. 
In the sununer of 1705, as Vanbrugh was casting about for 
dramatic source material which might play successfully at the new 
Haymarket theatre, he rediscovered Florent Dancourt's Les 
Bourgeoises a la Mode and, in the manner of Restoration theatre 
playwrights, created an adapted version in many respects quite 
different from the original . This adaptation, known as The 
Confederacy, is considered by many Vanbrugh scholars to be one of 
the English author's best works (Muir 139; Patterson 40; Bingham 
116). 
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This paper, essentially a comparative study of the two 
plays, begins with a plot summary of the play Vanbrugh may have 
seen, and which he used as the basis of his adaptation. Along 
with the summary I have included excerpts from Les Bourgeoises a 
la Mode which illustrate the French author's characteristic style 
and indicate the type of material Vanbrugh was adapting for 
English tastes. Next follows a brief look at Vanbrugh's England, 
especially aspects of theatre tradition, audiences and culture 
which would have been most likely to influence Vanbrugh as he 
reworked Dancourt 1 s material. 
Finally, I will offer a comparative analysis of the two 
plays. In this section I will not only present the changes 
Vanbrugh made and illustrate stylistic differences of the two 
authors; I will also trace many distinctions between the plays to 
divergent French and English linguistic, theatrical and cultural 
traditions, as well as authorial predilections. 
Vanbrugh biographer Kerry Downes has conunented that "the 
promptness and energy with which Vanbrugh addressed himself to 
adaptation suggests that ... he surely believed he could 'make 
something ' out of the originals ... " (132). The Confederacy 
indicates that, in this particular work at least, Vanbrugh 
succeeded in his presumed task of "making something of the 
original," while displaying his special talent (approaching 
genius) in adapting French material for the pleasure and 
expectations of his audiences across the Channel. 
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Chapter One 
A Plot Summary with Excerpts 
from 
Dancourt's Les Bourgeoises a la Mode 
The setting is in Paris, in the home of M. Simon, a notary. 
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In the expository dialogue opening Act I, a pseudo Chevalier 
discusses with his valet and cohort in intrigue plans for the 
Chevalier's secret courtship of Mariane, daughter of the bourgeois 
notary M. Simon. The Chevalier, already in trouble for certain 
dubious gambling ventures, reveals that he has convinced Mariane's 
stepmother, Angelique, to set up a gambling salon in her home so 
that he might have the opportunity to see Mariane. Angelique, a 
delightful caricature of the bourgeois woman--amoral, witty, and 
obsessed with imitating the "manners of the nobility"--is ever in 
need of money for her frivolous lifestyle. She contrives to 
borrow for her new gambling venture from Mme. Amelin, a merchant 
of fashionable items for women, by giving her as security a 
diamond which Angelique has previously claimed she lost. 
In a classic comic chance encounter at Simon's home, the 
false Chevalier, Jannot, is surprised by his mother, Mme . Amelin, 
the "marchande de modes." Jannot persuades his mother not to 
reveal his true identity so that he may succeed in his aspirations 
to marry Mariane, a venture entirely satisfying to his mother, who 
desires her son's advancement in society. 
s 
In Act II, Angelique is informed that her husband has made 
amorous advances to her close friend Araminte. Indicating that 
she has no problem with a husband's infidelity as long as the wife 
profits financially, Angelique gives Araminte her blessing to 
pursue the affair and encourages her to extract from Simon as much 
money as she can. The intrigues intermingle as Lisette, in the 
traditionally French role of maid "intrigante," gives Mariane a 
love letter from the Chevalier, and accepts the conunission from M. 
Griffard, Araminte's husband, to act as intermediary in furthering 
his aspirations for an amorous affair with his wife ' s good friend 
Angelique. M. Simon returns home intent on upbraiding Angelique 
for her expensive follies and gadding about. He wishes her to 
remain at home where together they might enjoy the company of 
Araminte. 
In Act III Mme. Amelin reappears at the home of M. Simon, 
greatly disturbed by the disappearance of her security deposit, 
the "misplaced" diamond. She quickly realizes that Jannet must 
have absconded with the jewel. Continuing the lovers' intrigues, 
Lisette remits to Frontin (the Chevalier ' s valet) a love letter 
from Mariane . The two bourgeois wiyes conspire to extract as much 
money as possible from each other's husband by suggestions of a 
romantic involvement which the women never intend to consununate. 
Lisette obtains from M. Griffard the promise of 200 pistoles for 
Angelique, to be delivered under the pretext of an anonymous 
restitution from a conscience-stricken, dishonest gambler. 
Frontin, determined to prof it from his roles in the intrigue, 
threatens to reveal the true identity of the Chevalier. He 
blackmails Jannot into giving him sixty pistoles, the stolen 
diamond, and the promise of a new wardrobe more suitable to his 
elevated position. 
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In Act IV, the traditionally arranged clandestine meeting 
takes place between Mariane and the Chevalier, as Lisette and 
Frontin stand guard. M. Simon argues with his wife about her 
extravagant and irresponsible lifestyle. Angelique agrees to stay 
home in her "prison" provided her life will be filled with the 
fashionable entertainment of the time: concerts, gambling, 
discussion of new fashions, and witty conversations (including 
modish character disparagements). She also requests a doorman, 
whom she deems necessary for receiving all the anticipated 
company. This scene is replete with satirical witticisms 
reflecting the changing mores and sociopolitical milieu of the 
time . Following the quarrel, in which Angelique gains exactly 
what she wants, Frontin obtains 1,000 ecus from M. Simon in 
exchange for the promise of arranging Simon's affair with 
Araminte. 
In the beginning of Act V, M. Griffard is convinced by 
Lisette that his love affair is progressing well, but Angelique 
reveals to her maid how repugnant she finds her would-be suitor. 
M. Josse, a jeweler, arrives with the diamond which Frontin has 
given him to sell. After much dissembling, confusion, and 
misunderstanding, Frontin reveals the true source of the diamond. 
All intrigues are uncovered in a rapidly paced denouement. 
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As confusion reigns and the possibility of marriage between 
Mariane and the Chevalier seems hopeless, Mme. Amelin suddenly 
intervenes to permit the contrived but essential happy ending 
expected from this comedic genre. Mme. Amelin, who has been sent 
for in order to discreetly handle a financial exchange, overhears 
the revelation of Jannot ' s true identity. Recognizing that money 
is the source of power in this domestic and social dilemma, the 
old street merchant reveals she is prepared to bestow a "charge de 
vingt mille ecus" upon her wayward son in order to ensure his 
advantageous marriage. 
Angelique appears content to accept the now wealthy 
Chevalier as son-in-law, Mariane vows the sincerity of her love 
for Jannot regardless of his wealth , and the two libertine 
husbands retreat, renouncing their own folly and any future 
dealings with women. 
The final speech of Frontin is an appropriately witty and 
ironic commentary on the play's conclusion: "Ma Foi, nous sommes 
plus heureux que sages" (You know, we have more luck than 
intelligence). Lisette concludes the play with a moral tag 
somewhat reminiscent of Moliere, while maintaining the light 
tone typical of Dancourt's comedic technique. The maid asserts 
that if husbands spent their money on their wives instead of their 
mistresses, all their affairs would be in better order: 
Hors les mar is , tout le monde sort toujours bien 
d ' intrigue. Par ma foi , si les honunes donnoient a 
leurs fenunes ce qu ' ils depensent pour leur Maitresses , 
ils feroient mieux leurs comptes de toutes manieres. 
(V, xiv 164) 
Exerpts, Les Bourgeoises a la Mode (I, xii 35-6) 
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Following the chance encounter between Jannot and his mother 
is a scene between Mme . Amelin and Lisette which closes Act I . 
Thi s scene exemplifies well the characteristic style of Dancourt . 
A br i ef examination of the dialogue, translated into English for 
the reader's convenience, should illustrate (where a mere plot 
sununary could not) the type of material Vanbrugh was adapting for 
English tastes. In this scene we can observe the witty jeux de 
mots and double entendres of Dancourt, and note how a single word 
evokes humor while providing social conunentary. We catch the 
interplay between Lisette and Mme. Amelin and observe Dancourt ' s 
fine use of dramatic irony: the audience knows more than either 
Mme. Amelin or Lisette . Exposition is advanced through witticism 
and satire. The maid is a stereotypical intrigante, but Mme . 
Amelin is a unique character. Unlike Vanbrugh , who illustrates in 
his adaptation the Restoration theatre tendency to coarsen 
language and character, Dancourt neither needs nor uses vulgarity 
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to evoke humor. The tone is light, just a touch of cynicism in 
the mocking of human folly , here directed primarily at the 
bourgeoisie. There is only a trace of moralizing--the maid ' s 
commentary mildly reminiscent of Moliere. This is typically 
"good" Dancourt, the kind of material which could have captured 
Vanbrugh ' s interest while challenging his talents as an adapter. 
What Vanbrugh does with Dancourt--his omissions, additions, 
embell i shments and other changes--will be seen in the chapter 
comparing the two plays. Opposite the French dialogue, I have 
provided fairly literal English translation (not Vanbrugh ' s 
adapted version) and some explanatory comments. 
Excerpts Les Bourgeoises a la Mode (Act I, xii 35-6) 
Mme. Amelin: 
Lisette: 
Mme. Amelin: 
Voila un aimable petit 
Gentilhomme . 
Il vous revient assez, a 
ce qu ' il me semble. 
J'aime les gens de 
qualite, c ' est mon 
faible , ils ont toujours 
de petites manieres qui 
les distinguent, & l ' on 
f ait bien son compte 
avec eux, n'est-il pas 
vrai? 
There's a pleasant young 
gentleman. 
It seems to me you're 
especially interested in 
him. 
I love people with real 
class, that's my 
weakness, they always 
have a certain 
distinguished way of 
doing things , and it 
doesn't hurt to have 
wealthy connections, 
does it? 
(Mme. Amelin is of 
course trying to aid her 
son in his efforts to 
rise in society through 
an advantageous marriage 
into the bourgeoisie. 
The audience ' s knowledge 
Lisette: 
Mme. Amelin: 
Lisette: 
Mme. Amelin: 
Lisette: 
Mme. Amelin: 
Lisette: 
Le bon terns est passe , 
Madame Amelin, les gens 
de qualite n'ont point 
aujourd hui d ' argent de 
reste. Voila Madame, 
par exemple . . . . 
He bien? 
Elle ne vous doit que 
trois cens dix livres. 
He bien? 
He bien, il n'y a pas de 
fonds pour vous les 
paier. 
Qu ' est-ce a dire, il n'y 
a pas de fonds pour 
trois cents dix livres? 
C'est une malice de 
notre honune d ' affaires 
qui n ' aime point a 
donner de l'argent . 
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of Jannot ' s true 
identity heightens the 
humor and dramatic irony 
of her conunents.) 
The good times are gone, 
Mrs . Amelin, aristocrats 
have no money left 
today. Look at Madam, 
for example. (The 
commentary regarding 
impoverished aristocrats 
reflects a social 
reality of late 
seventeenth-century 
France. "Madam," of 
course, was not an 
aristocrat.) 
What about her . . . ? 
She only owes you about 
a thousand[?] dollars. 
So ... ? 
Well, there are no funds 
left to pay you. 
You mean she doesn't 
have enough money to pay 
me a thousand dollars? 
It ' s the spiteful nature 
of our business manager; 
he doesn't want to give 
us the money. 
(Frontin has previously 
noted that sometimes 
Angelique pretends her 
husband is her 
"homme d ' affaires," or 
business manager. The 
pun is repeated and 
developed throughout 
Dancourt's version. 
Once again, the 
connotation of 
Mme . Amelin: 
Lisette: 
Mme. Amelin: 
Lisette : 
La vilaine chose qu ' un 
horrune d 1 affairesl 
Vous etes bien heureuse 
que ce ne soit pas un 
Intendant, vous 
attendriez bien 
davantage. 
Mais Madame joue 
quelquefois, & quand 
elle gagne .. 
Oh, quand elle gagneroit 
mille pistoles , elle 
aimeroit mieux mourir 
que d ' en acquitter la 
moindre dette: c'est 
une chose sacree que 
l'argent du jeu; 
diantre, ce sont des 
fonds pour le plaisir, 
ou 1 1 on ne touche point 
pour le necessaire. 
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"affaires" in French 
ironically unites 
affairs of both love and 
business.) 
These business managers 
can really be nasty! 
You're just lucky he 1 s 
not a government 
bureaucrat; you ' d have 
to really wait then! 
(There is no English 
equivalent for the 
multiple meanings of 
Intendant in French: a 
title given to 
government tax 
collectors who plagued 
seventeenth-century 
French aristocracy; an 
official of high rank; 
and someone who is in 
line to inherit money, 
position, or an estate. 
Vanbrugh generally 
compensates with English 
wit and idiom when 
confronted with French 
puns that will not 
translate.) 
But Madam gambles 
occasionally, and if she 
wins .. 
Oh, even if she won five 
thousand[?] dollars, 
she ' d rather die than 
use that money to pay 
off her debts: gambling 
money is sacred ; Lord, 
that's put into a 
special "amusement fund" 
and never touched for 
debts or necessities . 
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The act closes as Mme. Amelin takes the diamond, security for her 
unpaid bill, leaving Lisette alone to present the conventional 
French sununary of action. Lisette's conclusion echoes the pun on 
"Intendent," and subtly moralizes by suggesting the effects of 
human folly on social and familial order. 
Chapter Two 
Vanbrugh's England 
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Vanbrugh's varied experiences in English society and theatre 
were essential to his skill in adapting. His conunent regarding his 
own adaptation of Boursault's Esope, "For though it swam in 
France, it might have sunk in England" (as quoted in Downes 133), 
indicates he understood that Englishing meant more than simply 
translating. 
Born in 1664, Vanbrugh lived his formative years during the 
period inunediately following the Restoration of the English 
Monarchy. It appears likely he may have been stage struck as a 
youth, and certainly early Restoration theatre influenced his work 
(Downes 50). 
When Charles II and his court returned from their French 
exile, they brought with them a love of wit, pleasure, artifice, 
and a generally amoral attitude -- a reaction to the Puritans who 
had executed Charles's father and shut down the English theatre 
for eighteen years. According to Alan Downer, Charles considered 
the theatre his special toy. Consequently, one of the King's 
first official actions was to issue two patents, one to Sir 
William Davenant and one to Thomas Killigrew, allowing them to 
form a theatrical monopoly which was to endure well into the 
nineteenth century (Downer 192). 
English Restoration drama began with material from the pre-
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Commonwealth period and borrowings from Italy, Spain, and France. 
Adaptation required special skill. Most critics agree that 
Vanbrugh's comedy, while greatly influenced by Restoration 
theatre, falls into a transitional group, "looking backwards to 
the Restoration . . . [and] forward to the novels of Fielding and 
Smollett" (Bingham 16) . For the purposes of this study, it should 
be noted that Vanbrugh 1 s Confederacy exhibits most of the 
distinguishing traits of the popular comedy of manners: 
reflection of the "sophisticated" urban social life of the times, 
a preoccupation with the relations of the sexes, underlying 
skepticism and cynicism, emphasis on witty conversation, and 
negligence in plot construction. 
The audiences during the reign of Charles II were definitely 
court-oriented (Hume 381) . Their preferences inclined toward 
bawdy wit, physical appetite, and sex antagonism. Overt 
moralizing was generally unappreciated (P.A.W. Collins 160) . 
Vanbrugh's writing reflects these preferences. During the reigns 
of James II and King William, however, tastes were changing, and 
patronage and audience interest gradually declined . Under Queen 
Anne, the theatre became closely associated with politics of the 
time. While the Whig Kit-Cats (led by Vanbrugh) sponsored 
construction of the Haymarket Theatre, the Tory leaders kept a 
close watch on the plays produced. Plays of this period abound 
with references to the War of the Spanish Succession, current 
campaigns, military characters, and prologues and epilogues 
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alluding to British victories (Loftis 35). Vanbrugh's Confederacy 
indicates the influence of this new trend in its title (a popular 
name for the Grand Alliance between England and her allies was the 
"Confederacy"), as well as in its campaign allusions, war 
terminology, and especially its epilogue. The theatre audiences 
were now expanding to include returning soldiers, middle class 
"cits," gentry, and gallants. The resultant diversity of audience 
tastes made it especially difficult for English dramatists during 
this transitional period . 
An additional problem for playwrights was an increasingly 
vocal group, the bourgeois Society for the Reformation of Manners. 
The most prominent spokesman for these moral reformers was the 
Reverend Jeremy Collier, who published in 1698 his polemic, A 
Short View of the Immorality of the English Stage. The Society 
was effective in censoring both language and stage action, and 
actors and authors were on occasion threatened with jail for 
immoral representation (Krutch 187). 
The growing influence of the bourgeoisie, especially the 
merchant class, was doubtless a factor in Vanbrugh ' s choice of Les 
Bourgeoises a la Mode as subject for adaptation. Dancourt's play 
provided satire directed at the expanding middle class city 
dwellers. It was potentially a rich source for Vanbrugh to 
exploit--moralizing, satirizing, Englishing characters and 
developing culturally relevant themes. Frank McCormick has 
suggested that Vanbrugh may have found in Dancourt's play suitable 
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material for a satire with "some personal animus" directed at the 
predominantly middle class Society for the Reformation of Manners 
and the "professionally pious" attackers who had so recently 
plagued Vanbrugh (104). 
There were sufficient similarities in the French and English 
social scene between 1692 and 1705 to justify the depiction of 
bourgeois or middle class follies in the plays of both Dancourt 
and Vanbrugh. As political and economic changes occurred in 
England, social upheaval was reflected in the mores of the times. 
The quest for money and material goods grew as industry and trade 
flourished. Drinking and gambling were prevalent vices, the 
latter being described as a "national disease among the leisured 
classes of both sexes" (Turberville 88). City amusements included 
the theatre, masquerades, ridottos or balls, musical productions, 
fashionable get-togethers in drawing rooms or coffee houses, and 
shopping. Defoe is said to have reacted with shock at the 
numerous expensive shops appearing throughout London, and Ian Watt 
notes that a decline of religious values in the town made way for 
the supremacy of material values, "a supremacy that was symbolised 
in the way London was rebuilt after the Great Fire: under the new 
plan it was the Royal Exchange and not St . Paul's which became the 
architectural focus of the city" (180). The pastimes of 
Vanbrugh's city wives certainly reflect these aspects of English 
society. 
It should not be assumed, however, that excessive pleasure 
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seeking, extravagant and expensive dress, slothfulness and 
promiscuity were representative of the majority of English men and 
women. Many Puritans still lived, and certainly vast numbers of 
the middle and lower classes regarded with great consternation the 
debauchery and apparent lack of piety of the fashionable set 
(Krutch 36). In The Confederacy, Mrs. Amlet comments on the 
prevalent lack of conscience and piety, although she herself 
desires social betterment and is not above a little expedient 
dishonesty. 
According to Lawrence Stone, a fragmentation of cultural 
norms characterized the society of the time. Within the macrocosm 
of time-honored principles of hierarchy and obedience, a 
microcosmic trend toward individual rights and freedom was 
beginning to influence social and political institutions, as well 
as the family unit. The ideas expressed by John Locke encouraged 
respect for the individual personality. There was increasing 
acceptance that it is morally wrong to manipulate or coerce the 
individual beyond a certain point in order to achieve social or 
political ends (119-51) . The Puritan idea of holy matrimony (a 
term Vanbrugh uses ironically in Th~ Confederacy), meant marriage 
bound by mutual affection. This concept had begun to move family 
life in the direction of closer relations between husband, wife 
and children. Nevertheless, throughout the late seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries arranged marriages were quite common among 
upper and middle classes. The husband was legally considered the 
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head of the household, and marriage contracts often provided only 
"pin money" for the wife, whose estate traditionally became her 
husband ' s property after marriage. Flippanta reflects the 
conflict between law and custom when she argues with her master 
about a wife ' s rights (The Confederacy, II, i 290). 
In his book, The Family, Sex and Marriage in England, 
Lawrence Stone emphasizes that during this transitional period 
elaborate social rituals (e.g. socially graded arrangements for 
seating in churches, and genealogies such as those traced by the 
Heralds of the Garter) served to maintain the social order and 
"protect it from the chaos threatened by the Reformation and 
growing inequalities of wealth and poverty" (151) . According to 
Stone, reunification of the "quality" on basic issues, along with 
the unquestioning habits of deference by lower social levels was 
essential in preventing collapse of the relatively weak English 
government in the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
It is difficult to determine Vanbrugh's position regarding 
social and moral issues. He came from a Protestant merchant class 
family, but much of his life was spent with people of rank, many 
of whom displayed libertine tendencies. The Confederacy presents 
much satirical commentary on social mores in the depiction of an 
entire cast of rogues--a society in disarray--yet Vanbrugh stops 
short of a clear statement regarding a key theme: what is real 
"quality"? 
It is certain that Vanbrugh himself was affected by the 
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fragmented mores of his society. He apparently enjoyed the 
Restoration theatre and retained the bawdy language, wit and 
character depiction of this comic genre. He adapted to the 
political aspect of the theatre under Queen Anne, and he 
grudgingly (and not without barbed comments) acknowledged the 
influence of the moral reformers. In The Confederacy Vanbrugh 
combined the traditions he had seen work successfully in English 
theatre with the intrigues and satire of the late seventeenth-
century French comedy of mores. Even more than Dancourt in Les 
Bourgeoises, however, Vanbrugh seems to be searching for an 
audience, an appropriate tone, and a sense of meaning in his work 
which would transcend mere writing for entertainment. Those 
qualities of ten attributed to Vanbrugh, such as his creation of 
comedy almost by default and his tendency to write "between jest 
and earnest" (Downes 475), should be noted along with the author's 
skill in adaptation, because these personal traits reflect the 
fragmented mores of the author ' s milieu, and suggest why thematic 
originality was limited in his adaptations. 
Chapter Three 
Vanbrugh's The Confederacy 
and Dancourt's Les Bourgeoises a la Mode: 
A Comparison 
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Vanbrugh borrows from Dancourt the witty, satirical 
depiction of social and familial disorder associated with class 
distinctions and follies of the rising bourgeoisie who attempt to 
imitate the aristocracy while focusing on the least desirable 
traits and mannerisms of the upper class. 
Among the major differences distinguishing Vanbrugh's play 
are: 1) distinctly English prologue and epilogue; 2) extensive 
restructuring including the addition of three new scenes or scene 
segments; 3) disregard for or "remodeling" of the French theatre 
tradition of regles and bienseances (unities of time, place, 
action, and propriety of language in drama); 4) more 
individualized (if exaggerated) character portrayal in contrast to 
relatively stereotypical French characters; 5) greater reliance on 
stage action and farcical elements; and 6) a coarser, more lively 
language, closer to the vernacular. 
Vanbrugh had doubtless recognized the advantages of 
restructuring Les Bourgeoises a la Mode after a cursory reading. 
It appears that Dancourt (probably aided by Georges Sainctyon) had 
composed only the first three acts of the play several months 
prior to an anticipated performance, and the comedy was accepted 
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by the troupe on condition of revisions and completion (Blanc 90) . 
Hasty composition may account for a particularly loose plot 
structure and the contrived denouement of Dancourt ' s play. 
Vanbrugh does not totally reorganize the play, perhaps because 
structural negligence was characteristic of the comedy of manners. 
He does, however, emphasize the unique character of Mrs. Amlet in 
the addition of two new scenes beginning Ac_t I and Act III. Mrs. 
Amlet has been singled out as among the most unusual of the 
characters in Dancourt's "human comedy" (Lemaitre 172). It is 
possible that Vanbrugh was especially attracted to this play by 
the opportunity he saw for Englishing this memorable street 
merchant and mother. 
In comparing these two plays, I have chosen to move from 
prologue through epilogue, discussing similarities and differences 
as they appear i n each act . Continuity of structure and plot 
development are more easily observed by such organization. On the 
other hand, the reader will have to keep in mind those specific 
areas of difference previously mentioned. Vanbrugh's treatment of 
traditional French theatre rules, his livelier , bawdy language, 
his coarsening and individualizing of characters, and his emphasis 
on stage action and farce will all be noted in context as they 
appear throughout the play. 
Les Bourgeoises a la Mode has no extant prologue, and may 
have been presented without one (Blanc 90, 307). In Dancourt's 
opening scene , the Chevalier and Frontin provide a concise, 
precise exposition of the play. Both stylized exposition and 
relatively stereotypical characters would have been expected by 
seventeenth-century French audiences. 
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Vanbrugh ' s play begins with a prologue--typically English 
and characteristically "Vanbrugh." A shabby poet dressed in rags 
and wearing a crown of laurel addresses the audience in mock 
heroic couplets, curiously spoken in contemporary vernacular. 
Ye gods! What crime had my poor father done, 
That you should make a poet of his son? 
(Showing his ragged coat) 
Hark ye! D'ye think this suit good winter ' s wear? 
In a cold morning, whu!--at a lord's gate, 
How you have let the porter let him wait! 
From the initial mild invective through the buffoonery of stage 
action, the poet continues to mock, plead, and satirize as he 
depicts the current plight of the English theatre, actors, and 
playwrights . Subjected to social slights, moralistic censure, 
religious denunciation, fickle audiences and endless struggle for 
financial survival, the actors and their "brother" playwright 
nevertheless continue their attempt .to please and entertain. 
Midway through the prologue, the poet gestures off stage 
towards the author. As he expounds upon the playwright's own 
particular accomplishments and trials, his speech blends pride, 
ambition, sociopolitical satire, and self mockery. In the first 
four lines of this segment, the shabby poet speaks of his 
"brother" Vanbrugh ' s many activities and well-received but 
financially unrewarding previous plays: 
I have a brother too, now in my sight, 
A busy man amongst us here tonight . 
He'as thanked you first, for all his decent plays, 
Where he so nicked it, when he writ for praise. 
In the next two lines Vanbrugh's condemnation by Jeremy Collier 
and the moral reformers is recalled: 
Next for his meddling with some folks in black, 
And bringing--souse--a priest upon his back; 
Following are four lines referring to Vanbrugh's combined 
theatrical and architectural ventures, especially the Haymarket 
theatre, condemned by moral critics and fraught with financial 
problems due to unpaid promissory notes : 
For building houses here t ' oblige the peers, 
And fetching all their House about his ears; 
For a new play he'as now thought fit to write, 
To soothe the town--which they--will damn tonight. 
The concluding lines depict the poet's ironic, self mocking 
attitude: 
Till as reward for all his noble deeds, 
At last like other sprightly folks he speeds; 
Has this great recompense fixed on his brow 
At famed Parnassus; has your leave to bow 
And walk about the streets--equipped--as I am now. 
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(Prologue , The Confederacy 29, 30) 
Prologues were expected, even demanded, by English theatre 
audiences at the time. They provided a vivacious introductory 
interaction between the actors and audience, often referring to 
specific social and political events and figures. Sometimes they 
were published separate ly, recognized for particular witticisms or 
satirical comment . They provided various means for the dramati st 
to call attention to his play while courting audience acceptance, 
individual approval, and financial support. Sometimes they set 
the tone for the play which followed (Knapp 4, 8 , 94, 133) . 
Vanbrugh ' s prologue is at once conventional and personal. Infused 
with the author ' s particular ironic style, it fulfills audience 
expectation and sets the tone, through depiction of the shabby 
poet, for Vanbrugh ' s entirely original opening scene of The 
Confederacy. 
George Farquhar , in his Discourse upon Comedy of 1702 
describes the diverse tastes of a contemporary English theatre 
audience : 
[T]he Courtier cries out for Wit . . . the 
Citizen for Humour and Ridicule . . . and the Ladies 
will have an Intrigue . . . (327) . 
From the opening scene of The Confederacy, one can observe 
essential aspects of the Englishing of Dancourt ' s work which 
permeate Vanbrugh's adaptation and indicate the author ' s awareness 
of his varied audience. Stylized exposition is replaced with 
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Englished characters engaged in lively discourse; language is 
transposed to the richly metaphorical English vernacular; farcical 
elements and stage action are expanded, and a dominant theme based 
on the meaning of quality is initiated through ironic wit and 
satire. 
As the play opens, Mrs. Amlet, "a seller of all sorts of 
private affairs to the ladies'' greets her Covent Garden neighbor, 
Mrs. Cloggit. A new character introduced by Vanbrugh, Mrs . 
Cloggit serves as a foil for Mrs. Amlet in a scene described by 
Downes as "one of those doorstop exchanges of gossip which the 
whole world loves to overhear" (269). This scene would have been 
omitted by Dancourt because of traditional French insistence on 
unity of setting. English theatre tradition was not encumbered by 
such restraints . 
Vanbrugh is thus freed to exploit and expand on the 
character of Mrs . Amlet, thereby emphasizing a lower-class comic 
element while initiating the satirical theme of working class 
imitating bourgeoisie imitating nobility--an approach designed to 
amuse the diverse audience elements. This scene may also be seen 
as mirroring a significant difference in French and English 
attitudes toward class stratification. In Dancourt's play, Mme. 
Amelin appears first in the bourgeois home of M. and Mme. Simon. 
In this setting she is more subject to ridicule for her street 
merchant cunning, fawning, and lack of sophistication . In 
Vanbrugh's play, Mrs. Amlet gets the first word as she describes 
(certainly with comic effect) her plight and the follies of both 
court and bourgeoisie. In delightfully detailed idiomatic 
English, Mrs. Amlet complains about her customers: 
For my part, neighbor, I ' m just tired off my 
legs with trotting after 'em, besides it eats out all 
our profit. Would you believe it, Mrs. Cloggit, I 
have worn out four pair of pattens with following my 
old Lady Youthful, for one set of false teeth and but 
three pots of paint. (I, i 262) 
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The social satire on ladies of the aristocracy and rising 
middle class Londoners is explicitly portrayed through realistic 
vernacular. Censorship of reformers is a bit more subtly 
satirized in the omission of profanity and feigned reverence for 
the court: 
Now by my troth, neighbor, between the city and 
the court (with reverence be it spoken) there's not a 
to choose. My ladies in the city, in times 
past, were as full of gold as they were of religion, 
and as punctual in their payments as they were in 
their prayers; but since they have set their minds 
upon quality, adieu one, adieu t'other, their money 
and their consciences are gone, heaven knows where. 
There is not a goldsmith's wife to be found in town, 
hut's as hard-hearted as an ancient judge, and as poor 
as a towering duchess. (I, i 263; emphasis mine) 
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In satirizing the social and moral upheaval of English 
society, Vanbrugh initiates a much repeated wordplay centering on 
the changing usage of the term "quality." The rising middle class 
women aspire to quality while possessing neither money nor 
conscience; a scrivener's wife, while not a lady of quality, 
"lives as well, and pays as ill as the stateliest countess of 'em 
all" (I, i 269); and Mrs. Cloggit is ironically reminded of Mrs. 
Amlet's roguish son by mention of the word "quality." 
Through the chatty exposition of this opening scene, the 
audience is informed that the scoundrel Dick, who pretends to be a 
colonel, is Mrs. Amlet's son. The dramatic effectiveness of this 
early revelation is debatable when compared to Dancourt's "chance 
encounter" late in Act I. Some critics refer to this information 
as a piece of necessary exposition (Patterson 41; Muir 137) . The 
earlier revelation does, however, lesson the impact of dramatic 
surprise achieved in Dancourt's play. 
The conclusion of Vanbrugh's opening scene combines elements 
of farce and realistic character development, as the worried 
mother, Mrs. Amlet, expresses concern for her son's fate (she 
fears he "will be hanged"), then proceeds to illustrate his 
disrespect with a bit of burlesque stage action: 
[Black comes my gentleman into the house 
with his wig over his shoulder . whistling a 
minuet . cocks his saucy hat in my face, turns 
about on his ungracious heel, as much as to say 'Kiss 
and I ' ve never set eyes on him since. 
(I , i 263) 
The audience has been "softened , " satiric themes have been 
initiated , and the intrigues may now begin. 
The action follows closely that of Dancourt ' s first act. 
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Vanbrugh, however, transforms the smooth, concise exposition of 
Frontin and the Chevalier into a flashy display of verbal repartee 
between the blatantly amoral (if not immoral) Dick and Brass. The 
character of Dick is portrayed as far more roguish than the 
stereotypical "amant" Chevalier. Alone on the stage, Brass mocks 
Dick's pretense of qual ity, exploiting the comic irony of this 
term as applied to Dick ' s character, status, and family 
background: 
. as if his natural element were in the 
sphere of quality, when the rogue had a kettle-drum to 
his father, who was hanged for robbing a church, and 
has a peddlar to his mother, who carries her shop 
under her arm! (I, ii 264) 
Further dialogue makes it explicit that Dick is a dishonest 
gambler, is willing to have Brass strangle an angry dupe in order 
to shut his mouth, and will cheat a wealthy middle class family to 
get to the "old rogue ' s daughter" (I, ii 266) . This presents 
quite a contrast to Dancourt ' s Chevalier, who merel y says of his 
gambling incident, " . . . je me tirerai bien d'affaire" (I ' ll take 
care of that business) (I , i 9) , and speaks of his "tendresse" for 
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the "aimable" Mariane . One lengthy exchange between Dick and 
Brass presents approximately 200 words of bawdy, colorful English 
idiom which contrasts with three short lines (about 36 words) of 
dialogue between Frontin and the Chevalier. 
In Vanbrugh's version of this dialogue, Brass convinces Dick 
to court the wealthy Corinna by describing Dick's alternatives: 
he could follow his street merchant mother around like a dog in 
plod shoes! In Dancourt's play, the Chevalier is convinced by 
Frontin's one-line comment that this is about the only family left 
who doesn't know their true identity. 
Front in: 
Le 
Chevalier: 
Les Bourgeoises 
(I, i 9-10) 
Il n'y a presque plus 
que cette maison ou vous 
ne soyez pas tout-a-fait 
connu. 
Il faut tacher d'en 
profiter. 
The Confederacy 
(I, ii 265-66) 
Brass: Why, if you can 
get this young wench, 
reform and live honest. 
Dick: That's the way to 
be starved. 
Brass: No, she has 
money enough to buy you 
a good place, and pay me 
into the bargain for 
helping her to so good a 
match. You have but a 
throw left to save you, 
for you are not ignorant 
youngster, that your . 
morals begin to be 
pretty well known about 
town. Have a care your 
noble birth and your 
honorable relations are 
not discovered too. 
There needs but that to 
have you tossed in a 
blanket, for the 
Frontin: C'est bien dit; 
attrapons ces gens-ci, & 
faisons grace au reste 
de la nature. 
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entertainment of the 
first company of ladies 
you intrude into; and 
then, like a dutiful 
son, you may daggle 
about with your mother, 
and sell paint. She ' s 
old and weak, and wants 
somebody to carry her 
goods after her. How 
like a dog will you 
look, with a pair of 
plod shoes, your hair 
cropped up to your ears, 
and a bandbox under your 
arm? 
Dick: Why faith, Brass, 
I think thou art in the 
right on't; I must fix 
my affairs quickly, or 
Madam Fortune will be 
playing some of her 
bitch-tricks with me. 
Therefore I'll tell thee 
what we ' ll do; we'll 
pursue this old rogue ' s 
daughter heartily; we ' ll 
cheat his family to 
purpose, and they shall 
atone for the rest of 
mankind. 
Brass: Have at her 
then, I ' ll about your 
business presently. 
Disk: One kiss [they 
kiss]--and success 
attend thee. 
The difference in French and English linguistic tradition, 
apparent here and throughout the plays, cannot be overemphasized. 
The seventeenth century French dramatist sought the precision of 
"le mot juste." Boileau, a contemporary of Dancourt, had proposed 
that the fewer words that intervene between the idea and the 
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hearer ' s mind , the clearer will be the impression (Boileau, as 
quoted in Green 41) By contrast, English, as evidenced in the 
extensive verbal development of Shakespearean drama, seems to have 
evolved early a metaphorical richness through synonyms , 
connotative expressions and a general tradition of what i n French 
would probably be considered excess verbiage (see R. Green, 
Literary I deas in 18th Century France and England 40-41). 
When Flippanta appears (her symbolic name reflects the 
English Restoration comedic tradition), she too projects through 
language a cruder more self serving character than her French 
counterpart Lisette, the typical French maid "intrigante." 
Flippanta addresses Brass as "rogue's face" and "fool. " She also 
accepts money for her part in t he intrigue. Vanbrugh has her 
spout some foolishness about not touching Dick ' s letter if it's 
not in verse, to which Brass responds , "Not one word in prose; 
it's dated in rhyme" (I, ii 267). The English author doubtless 
anticipated laughter from various segments of his audience in this 
double-pronged satire on women ' s propensity for love poetry, and 
the critical clamor for poetic drama which nevertheless seldom 
seemed to satisfy contemporary English audiences (Farquhar 327). 
For Dancourt , who wrote poetic drama for the Dauphine and played 
to an audience accustomed to hearing high comedy and tragedy in 
Alexandrine verse , this bit of English wit would have been out of 
character and inappropriate . 
Vanbrugh ' s depiction of Clarissa follows closely Dancourt's 
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por trayal of Angelique. Both bourgeois ladies appear as amoral , 
lazy , spendthrift pleasure seekers who pursue what they perceive 
as the ultimate feminine goal--imitating the life of ladies of the 
court. Feminists could find much to comment on in this 
deprecatory depiction. To be sure, there is in this imitation of 
"noble follies" a kind of warped power quest which both authors 
satirize. Clarissa and Angelique deplore the fact that because 
they are merely wealthy middle class city wives, they are deprived 
of the opportunity for slanderous gossip without fear of reprisal. 
In a comparison of the dialogue on this subject, one notes 
again Vanbrugh 1 s tendency to verbalize extensively on a theme, 
using a characteristic technique of multiple examples which build 
to a farcical climax. While Angelique merely complains that she 
is "privee du plaisir de me moquer de mille ridicules" because of 
her birth and rank, Clarissa expounds in three long speeches about 
her plight. She begins her plaint: 
Why, I dare abuse nobody. I'm afraid to affront 
people though I don't like their faces; or to ruin 
reputations . I dare not raise a lie of a man, 
though he neglects to make love to me; nor report a 
woman to be a fool, though she ' s handsomer than I am. 
In short, I dare not so much as bid my footman kick 
the people out of doors, though they come to ask me 
for what I owe them. (I, iii 270) 
In the scene where Mrs . Amlet appears to collect her bill, 
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Vanbrugh continues to follow Dancourt's satire on middle class 
women, emphasizing especially their preoccupation with modish 
appearances and their laziness which extends to the irresponsible 
refusal of reading a bill (much to the delight of Mrs. Amlet, who 
also displays a dubious morality in couunenting that if more women 
were like Clarissa, she could soon go about as fine as Dick 
himself!). 
As Mrs. Amlet waits for her money, Dick appears, and in 
Vanbrugh's version a great farce scene ensues. Dick swears at his 
bad luck in being discovered, and his mother chases him around the 
room attempting to embrace her finely attired son while berating 
him for his lack of respect. "Fiends and hags--the witch my 
mother!" spouts Dick, while the Chevalier merely utters the mild 
oath "Ah Ciel." Finally Dick assuages his mother's anger and 
secures her complicity by promising his "honoured parent" that he 
will bring home "a daughter-in-law, in a coach and six horses" i f 
his mother will but be quiet. 
While in fairness it must be noted that Dancourt's scene may 
have contained equally humorous stage action described only in a 
prompt book, Vanbrugh's language certainly indicates more 
potential for farce. Furthermore, as Frank Patterson has noted, 
Vanbrugh adds several lines where Mrs. Amlet extols her son's 
physical attributes in bawdy exaggeration (43). In Les 
Bourgeoises a la Mode Mme. Amelin merely remarks that her son is 
good looking: "Qu'il a bonne mine!" (I, x 31). Vanbrugh expands 
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and exaggerates this praise to include very suggestive raw humor 
unacceptable under the French rules of propriety, les bienseances. 
Mrs. Amlet is speaking to Flippanta, obviously hoping to further 
Dick's aspirations to rise socially through an advantageous middle 
class marriage. She tells Flippanta, " . . . if I were as fair as 
I was once, and had as much money as some folks, Colonel Shapely 
should not catch cold for want of a bedfellow" (I, iii 275). The 
bawdy humor and dramatic irony of a mother making sexually 
suggestive comments about her own son would not go unappreciated 
by segments of the contemporary London theatre audience. 
The maids' monologues which conclude the first act of both 
plays reinforce previously mentioned differences of style 
reflecting French and English linguistic and theatre traditions. 
Lisette concisely summarizes the action without vulgarity, while 
leaving the audience with a bit of Dancourt's satirical wit 
infused in a typically French moral comment. Through the 
Chevalier's "passion" and the foolishness of her bourgeois 
mistress, Lisette says she has become an "Intendante" (a play on 
the word, meaning "tax collector", "comissioner of noble rank" and 
"inheritor"), and echoes social upheaval in the line "Voila comme 
les Maitresses deviennent Soubrettes, & comme les Soubrettes 
deviennent quelquefois Maitresses a leur tour" (I, xiii 38). 
Maids can take the place of mistresses if social folly is not 
rectified . 
Flippanta's concluding commentary is saucy, replete with 
English idiom and void of any obvious moral: 
So: this ready money will make us all happy. 
This spring will set our basset going, and that's a 
wheel will turn twenty others. My lady's young and 
handsome; she'll have a dozen intrigues upon her hands 
before she has twice been at her prayers. So much the 
better; the more grist, the richer the miller. Sure 
never wench got into so hopeful a place; here's a 
fortune to be sold, a mistress to be debauched, and a 
master to be ruined. If I don't feather my nest, and 
get a good husband, I deserve to die, both a maid and 
a beggar. (I, iii 277) 
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In a manner typical of the comedy of moeurs, Act II consists 
of a series of quick scenes which advance the rather carelessly 
constructed plot. Like miniature comic improvisations, the 
principal scenes serve primarily as vehicles for witticism and 
social satire. The war of the sexes is on: the "confederacy of 
women" hold "a council of war." Corinna is ready to "rebel" and 
join them, and Flippanta recognizes her allies as she bests the 
two husbands in battles of audacious wit. While the women appear 
to be winning, there is no evidence of any moral victory in sight, 
since husbands, wives, lovers, and intrigants are all depicted as 
money hungry dolts, featherbrains, or rogues. 
The familial and social disorder portrayed in the play 
reflects aspects of both French and English society of the time. 
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A famous seventeenth-century French caricaturist and contemporary 
of Dancourt, Jean de La Bruyere, provided in Les Caracteres a 
multitude of detailed portraits of bourgeois follies: lazy, 
pleasure seeking men and women who spend a fortune on imitating an 
aristocracy which displays questionable traits of superficiality 
in pretentious appearance and religious affectation ("De la Ville" 
7, "De La Cour" 74, "De Quelques Usages" 7). He also notes by 
implication a regrettable lack of seriousness in the current 
attitude toward marriage : "Il etait autrefois delicat de se 
marier: c'etait ... une affaire serieuse . .. " "(De Quelques 
Usages" 34); and he harshly condemns an individual who is so 
obsessed with making money that he has no time for his family, 
social, or moral obligations . .. ("Des Biens de Fortune 58"). 
If we take the improvisations scene by scene, it will become 
evident that Vanbrugh emphasizes the unity of women in their war 
against men. In doing so he reinforces the theme suggested in the 
title and expanded in the epilogue. He also exaggerates the 
women's frivolity and amorality and downplays the miserly 
economizing of the men . 
In the scene between the maid and her mistress, Clarissa 
elaborates on her desire to quarrel with her husband, complaining 
that if he should by chance be fond, "he'd make me sick as a dog" 
to which Flippanta replies " . . . if he kisses you, spit in's 
face . " Already far surpassing the relatively refined dialogue in 
Dancourt ' s play, Clarissa continues, "Alas ! when men are in the 
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kissing fit (like lap-dogs) they take that for a favour" (I, i 
279). Feminine association between dogs and lovers was, of 
course, a common English joke and is satirized in Alexander Pope's 
Rape of the Lock. 
Having just received some money from Mrs. Amlet in return 
for the diamond, Clarissa prepares to go shopping. Unlike her 
French counterpart, Angelique, who plans to buy the necessities 
for setting up her gambling salon, Clarissa buys precisely because 
she wants nothing: 
. as if a woman of education bought things because 
she wanted 'em. Quality always distinguishes itself; 
and therefore, as the mechanic people buy things 
because they have occasion for 'em, you see women of 
rank always buy things because they have not occasion 
for 'em. (II, i 280; emphasis mine,) 
Adding to Clarissa's exaggerated foolishness, Vanbrugh has her 
tell Jessamin on her return to break as many purchases as he can 
while carrying them upstairs. 
When Clarissa and Araminta discuss their husbands, they 
speak in the language of war. Clarissa congratulates Araminta on 
the "noble conquest" of her husband. "But now that I have subdued 
the country, pray is it worth keeping?" Araminta asks. Clarissa 
admits it is a "barren soil." Here Vanbrugh's characteristic 
verbal building to the point of farce becomes almost a poetic conceit. 
As the two wives continue this vehement attack on their husbands, 
Araminta confesses she has been up all night thinking of ways to 
plague her spouse, and Clarissa wishes her husband would take a 
nap for life, only waking to make his will (I, i 380-1) . 
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In Les Bourgeoises a la Mode , Dancourt provides 
justification for the women ' s frustration and their efforts to 
obtain money: their husbands are foolish misers (II, v 47-49). 
This time Dancourt is explicit , while Vanbrugh is silent. 
Dancourt may have portrayed miserly husbands because doing so was 
both a social reality and a theatrical tradition, as exemplified 
by Moliere's l ' Avare. Following Araminte's list of her husband ' s 
undesirable traits, Dancourt ' s Lisette comments on the women ' s 
plans: 
Elles vont tenir entr ' elles un petit conseil centre 
leur maris Grace a l'avarice & a la 
bizarrer ie des hommes, c'est aujuord ' hui la plus 
necessaire occupation qu ' aient les femmes. (II, vi 
44) 
Vanbrugh provides his women no comparable justification for their 
actions. 
In the scene between Flippanta and Corinna , it is clear that 
a budding warrior waits eagerly for her call to arms. This woman-
child has been counting the days since her sixteenth bi rthday, 
thinking of marriage as her escape: "I'm a devilish girl in the 
bottom, I wish you ' d but let me make one amongst you" (II, i 
283). She is aware of the power of money (her father can't touch 
her portion) and contemplates that after marriage, she "mayn't be 
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so nice." But Corinna is still a warrior in training. Before she 
knows the love letter is from the Colonel, she threatens to go to 
her father, and Flippanta laments, "This tis to deal with girls 
before they come to know the distinction of the sexes" (II, i 
284). 
Dancourt's ingenue Mariane has been called by Blanc "the 
only completely innocent character" in Les Bourgeoises a la Mode 
(F .C. Dancourt 1661-1725 53). However, practically the· only humor 
to be found in her scene with the maid is Mariane's expressed 
concern that returning a letter to a man might not be in accord 
with "la bienseance." Dancourt is of course mocking "la 
bienseance", just as he satirizes "les regles" in Lisette's 
response: "Je sais les regles cornme celui qui les a faites" (II, 
vii 56), and as he ridicules "les unites" in Araminte's comment 
that she has not slept in twenty-four hours--the limit allowed for 
a play's action according to the "unity of time." Vanbrugh could 
not use any of these allusions for an English audience, and 
apparently he decided to present a satirical caricature of a 
sixteen-year-old potential confederate rather than portray the 
traditional ingenue-in-love as Dancourt did. 
One final example should serve to show that Act II goes to 
the ladies. Flippanta takes on in turn first Moneytrap, who has 
come to solicit her aid in arranging his affair with Clarissa, 
then Gripe, who has returned to quarrel with his wife. In what is 
perhaps one of the funniest scenes in both plays (unless one is 
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rooting for the miserly lechers) Flippanta lambastes the poor 
lovesick Moneytrap with an incredible volley of insults. She 
begins by saying she does not believe husbands can ever be right, 
calls them "Little, peeking, sneaking, stingy, covetous, cowardly, 
dirty, cuckoldy things," mentions "a dog in a manger" and "a 
beetle without wings" before moving on to political and social 
satire. As Moneytrap periodically interjects a "Ha!" between 
insults, Flippanta concludes her similes. A husband is a "quack 
without drugs," a "lawyer without knavery," a "courtier without 
flattery," a "King without an army, or a people with one." (II, i 
286-7). The social satire on professions is obvious. The "people 
with [an army]" surely refers to Cromwell's army, and the "king 
without an army" may well recall the plight of James II just prior 
to the Glorious Revolution. 
Dancourt's corresponding scene is witty too. In both plays 
the maids understand nothing until the usurers part with some 
money. I suspect there is little argument that the difference 
between the bombastic, bawdy, farcical comedy of Vanbrugh and the 
light, witty, subtle satire of Dancourt is based on the acquired 
tastes of two authors writing from different theatre traditions 
for different audiences. 
In concluding this act, Flippanta stands up to Gripe with a 
saucy response for every fault the husband can find with his 
wife--including financial extravagance, gadding about, and neglect 
of family management. Ironically, all these are trifles in his 
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mind when compared with the loss of the diamond necklace. 
Flippanta baits him, for she knows anger will provoke him to a 
quarrel her mistress really desires. When Gripe asserts, "Suppose 
I resolve I won ' t be contradicted?" Clarissa responds, "Suppose 
she resolves you shall." To the socially relevant comment, "A 
wife's resolution is not good by law," Flippanta retorts "Nor a 
husband's by custom" (II, i 290). 
Finally Gripe resolves that he and his wife will quarrel 
when they next meet, though it "may not be this fortnight." 
Flippanta, in a soliloquy, comments on the miserable plight of 
husbands. She steps out of character a bit as she pities the men: 
"Their wives do by them, as children do by dogs, tease and provoke 
'em, till they .. . snarl and bite at everything that comes in 
their reach" (II, i 291). Yet the husbands are lascivious, money-
grubbing tyrants. Vanbrugh would seem to be placing the burden of 
family order on the women--an interesting concept. 
In Dancourt's play, the maid also concludes Act II by 
commenting on the poor husbands, born to be duped: 
Ahl que les pauvres maris sont nes pour etre dupes! 
(II, ix 67) 
It is fate, however, that is responsible, and not their wives. 
Dancourt keeps the tone light. 
Act III presents a montage of money schemes. Dick steals 
the diamond from his mother to pursue a financially advantageous 
match, Flippanta and Brass contrive with Araminta and Clarissa to 
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cheat the miserly lovestruck husbands by a wager that will pay for 
the wives' gambling pleasures, and Brass blackmails Dick by 
threatening to reveal his true identity. 
Vanbrugh begins this act with his second entirely original 
scene, in which Dick is shown in the act of stealing the diamond 
at his mother's house. (Again, Dancourt would have been prevented 
from including this scene because of the French theatrical 
tradition requiring "unity of place.") The addition of this scene 
has been conunended by critics (Bingham 117; Patterson 41; Muir 
137). The encounter between Dick Amlet and his mother enlivens 
the action with farce and dramatic irony, reinforces the theme of 
"quality" confused with virtue, money, and social pretensions, and 
continues the restructuring of the play which Vanbrugh began in 
his original opening scene. 
As the curtain opens, Dick, who has just arrived, is on 
guard lest "the old woman" return. He rifles through his mother's 
strong box, swearing about the absence of "chequer-note," "bank-
bill" or "crooked stick" (a notched receipt indicating money paid 
into the Exchequer). Just as he finds the diamond, he mutters 
"Oons, the old woman," hides the ne<;klace in his pocket, and with 
the quick wit of a successful scoundrel, is at once down on his 
knees before his mother, asking her blessing upon his forthcoming 
marriage. 
Farcical elements dominate as Mrs . Amlet kisses her 
"dutiful" son and praises such physical attributes as his shape, 
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nose, and "cherry lip." Heartily affronted by Dick's suggestion 
that she not reveal herself as his mother, Mrs. Amlet launches 
into an extended protestation of her virtue, asserting that she is 
no whore, but a chaste old woman who would "spit in the lascivious 
face" of any man who would make an uncivil motion to her (III, i 
293). The audience may certainly be expected to laugh at Mrs. 
Amlet's idea of virtue contrasted with Dick's plea that he is 
about to marry a girl with "a city fortune" who cares "not a fig 
for vartue" and "will hear of nothing but quality" (III, i 293). 
Many viewers, however, would recognize Vanbrugh's underlying 
satire of English society's confusion regarding the idea of 
quality. 
Further exploiting the scene's potential for both farce and 
satire, Vanbrugh has Dick reveal that Corinna 's haste to marry is 
motivated by revenge against a girlfriend who insulted her 
complexion. Mrs. Amlet concludes the scene with socially naive 
exhortations to bring this city girl to her home where she shall 
have a "pillow of down" and a "sack-posset," defined by Cordner 
(413) as a drink of hot milk and spices, curdled with white wine. 
Following this introductory scene, Vanbrugh continues 
Dancourt's development of the intrigues. Flippanta meets briefly 
with Corinna, who, like her French counterpart Mariane, wishes to 
be reassured of her lover's sincerity, and complains of her boring 
life spent with teachers. Characteristically, Corinna expresses 
herself in the silly language of an adolescent with unfulfilled 
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sexual fantasies. She confides to Flippanta, "Were the colonel my 
master, I fancy I could take pleasure in learning everything he 
could show me," and exclaims in childish repetition as she runs 
off to her room, "I will, I will, I will. O! the dear colonel" 
(III, ii 295). Marianne's speech reveals only the insecure 
innocence of the young ingenue: "Je suis toute jeune, & tu as de 
!'experience; c'est a toi de me bien conduire" (III, i 69). 
Following Mrs. Amlet's brief visit during which her concern 
over the missing diamond is relieved by her quick realization that 
Dick must have taken it to further his personal affairs, the 
intrigues continue the serious business of "love and money." 
Dancourt can and does make ample use of the double entendre in the 
French word "affaires," denoting business and connoting love . The 
word is repeated twelve times in Act III of Les Bourgoises, always 
with dual implications. Vanbrugh uses the English equivalent 
"affairs" several times, but generally he resorts to a suggestive 
meaning of "business," or substitutes a variety of business, 
market, and gambling terms. 
The following scenes of Act III are only slightly different 
from Dancourt's, with the few anticipated exceptions due to 
linguistic patterns, or to Vanbrugh's tendency to verbalize more, 
develop and coarsen characters, and occasionally change thematic 
emphasis by adding or eliminating select passages. 
In the scene where Flippanta and Brass are attempting to 
convince Clarissa and Araminta to pretend affection for each 
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other's husbands in order to gain money, Vanbrugh, like Dancourt, 
relies heavily for comic effect on the detailed elaboration of 
what sort of amorous advances the women will have to endure. "A 
civil look, an obliging word, receive a letter, a pat on the hand" 
are almost exact translations of "un regard favorable, quelques 
paroles obligeantes, un doux sourire, un billet tendre, se laisser 
prendre les mains . " (III, vi 82-3). Vanbrugh omits , as he did 
previously, a comment on the men ' s miserliness as a justification 
for the ladies' actions, and he adds a reference to women of 
quality doing this sort of thing. He also has Brass suggest a 
kiss, and spices up the dialogue with comments such as Flippanta ' s 
"Pray, madam, don't be so squeamish; though the meat be a little 
flat, we'll find you savoury sauce to it"--an idiomatic English 
witticism which reminds the wives of their potential monetary 
gains. In addition to the numerous business and gambling terms 
employed by both authors, Vanbrugh recalls the battle theme by 
such expressions as "conquest" and "storm the purse at once, or 
break ground in form" (III, ii 299) . In both plays the ladies, 
already anticipating financial advancements, look forward to their 
imminent gambling pleasures. 
As in the previous scene, Vanbrugh closely follows Dancourt 
as the wiley Flippanta outwits Moneytrap to the tune of two 
hundred and thirty guineas. The money will be presented as a 
restitution from a reformed dishonest gambler so that the 
"virtuous" Clarissa will be spared embarrassment. Like Vanbrugh's 
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Flippanta, Dancourt's Lisette ups the ante; both change the 
monetary unit to one of higher value, Lisette starting with livres 
and moving to Louis, Flippanta preferring guineaus to pounds. 
Vanbrugh, as expected, develops the verbal repartee, as when 
Flippanta has to remind Moneytrap of the extra thirty pounds (her 
cut). He also adds a slap delivered by Flippanta to the hapless 
Moneytrap, as a sign of her mistress's true affection. The 
bienseances forbade Dancourt to use such violent burlesque. 
While the gambling motif seems a natural and intrinsic part 
of the intrigue in both plays, it also mirrors a prevalent vice in 
both French and English societies of the time. I have already 
noted that gambling was a major problem in eighteenth-century 
England. In France, "le jeu" had become so tainted that an order 
of the Conseil de l'Etat in 1687 forbade all gambling in private 
homes, and set a fine of three thousand livres for noncompliance 
with this law. (Gazette de France, "De Paris le 2 aoust 1687" as 
quoted in Blanc 60). Vanbrugh and Dancourt were both on target in 
reflecting this element of contemporary mores. 
Adding one final piece to the montage of money schemes in 
this act, Brass succeeds in blackmailing Dick. Like Dancourt's 
Frontin, he waits until the marriage scheme of his master appears 
to be assured of success. Then he puts on his hat (indicating his 
real status) and begins to refer loudly to the Colonel as Dick. 
As the two argue over a proper settlement, Brass reminds Dick that 
they were former schoolmates, and that he has endured many 
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hardships over the years to further his comrade's aspirations. 
Now he wants his own chance. Dick has no choice but to 
capitulate. He accedes to Brass's demands of money, attire 
befitting his elevated position, and even the stolen diamond. 
Dancourt's Frontin makes a similar speech, with comparable 
results. As one would by now anticipate, Vanbrugh's dialogue, 
while not precisely more witty, is developed with bawdy detail and 
imagery. What is implicit in Dancourt becomes explicit in 
Vanbrugh. While a lengthy comparison of speeches would be 
interesting, a few lines suffice to make the point. Consider the 
difference in description of the friends' sexual exploits. 
Frontin: On vous mit dehors pour la Maitresse. On me 
chaffa, moi, pour la Servante. (III, xii 97) 
Dick: In our sins, too, I must own you still kept me 
under; you soared up to adultery with our mistress, 
while I was at humble fornication with the maid. 
(III, ii 306) 
Vanbrugh's scene ends as Brass, a now satisfied soldier in the war 
for status, power, and money, concludes: "And so the treaty being 
finished, I strike my flag of defia~ce, and fall into respects 
again" (III, ii 307). 
The focus of Act IV is on marriage in disarray. Corinna is 
wary of marriage because she is surrounded by bad examples; 
Clarissa and Gripe, assisted by Flippanta, engage in an extended 
quarrel (the nearest equivalent in this play to a nineteenth-
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century scene a faire); and Brass echoes the resultant breakdown 
in family disorder as he prepares to expedite the misalliance of 
Corinna and Dick, vowing he will "put a stop to this family way of 
matchmaking" (IV, i 320) . 
Jules Lemaitre has remarked on the keen observation of 
Dancourt in depicting the breakdown of family order among the 
bourgeoisie of his time. Misplaced passions, vanity , quest for 
material goods , amusements and, consequently, for money often led 
to alienation of family members and mismatched alliances among the 
children (95-109). P.A.W. Collins observes that between 1660 and 
1700, English comedy depicted, without any "disturbing" 
moralizing, the follies of the upper classes, and maintains that 
playwrights , whether through honesty or nonchalance, were not 
afraid to reflect the sex-antagonism and physical appetite of 
their audience (156-170) . It has already been noted that 
Vanbrugh's Confederacy was written and presented in 1705, during a 
transitional period of audience, taste and mores . One may 
speculate that this time factor accounts to a great extent for the 
peculiar mixtures of coarse satire and the seemingly tentative 
groping for a moral standard, as evident in the play's repeated 
examination of the meaning of "quality." 
Although the coarsening of original works and the cynical 
tone are accepted cliches in Restoration comedy of the 1660s and 
1670s, it is worth noting in our comparison that Vanbrugh follows 
this pattern in the first decade of the eighteenth century . In 
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the scene between Corinna and Dick, for example, Clarissa's 
reluctance to marriage seems to be overcome by a passionate kiss: 
"Um--he has almost taken away my breath; he kisses purely." Just 
prior to the kiss, Clarissa has reacted with some ambivalence to 
Dick's attempts to persuade her. His farcically simplistic logic 
that other couples fail because "they are bad husbands and bad 
wives, but in our case, there will be a good husband and a good 
wife, and so we shall love forever," is questioned by Corinna: 
"But are you sure . . . ?" And when he draws his sword and 
threatens to die for love, Clarissa reacts with the delight of a 
budding "city wife": 
What a power I have over him! The wondrous deeds of 
love! [Aloud] Pray, sir, let me have no more of 
these rash doings though; perhaps I mayn't be always 
in the saving humour. (Aside) I'm sure if I had let 
him stick himself I should have been envied by all the 
great ladies in town. (IV, i 310) 
In Dancourt's scene, Mariane, the typical ingenue, innocently 
expresses her desire for ideal love. There is no coquetry in the 
lines, "Moi, je voudrais vous aimer toujours, & il faudrait pour 
cela que vous m'aimassiez toute votre vie" (IV, i 103). 
The focal point of Act IV is the carefully staged quarrel 
between Gripe and Clarissa, assisted by Flippanta. Both Vanbrugh 
and Dancourt embellish their corresponding scenes with puns, 
detailed exaggeration and satire as they depict middle class 
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marriage in disarray. The wives begin the quarrel with the 
traditional headache, requesting that their husbands speak in 
civil tones and argue "en abrege." When the husbands' fury leads 
them to swear ("death and the devil," 110 pox,""que diantre, 11 
"morbleu"), the wives feign great shock and call the maids to 
witness their abuse. The maids enter, ironically swearing 
themselves: "[A] qui diantre en avez vous done," and "What in the 
name of Jove's the matter?" Such modified swearing would have 
passed the censorship in both France and England, though the 
authors were treading a fine line. 
Throughout the entire argument, legal and business terms 
abound, accentuating the satire of the marriage contract itself. 
In Vanbrugh's version, Flippanta will "judge" their differences; 
she "pronounces" against Gripe; Gripe will find "employment" for 
his wife, and the profits from the soon-to-be-established gambling 
salon will provide for all the extravagant follies of the spouses . 
French and English business and legal terms are closely matched, 
although Vanbrugh omits Dancourt ' s "marche nul" (no deal , contract 
void). 
In the process of negotiating the settlement of this 
quarrel, the husbands and wives play a kind of "point-
counterpoint" concerning the arrangements for their new life 
together at home. Both authors deserve special credit for their 
satirical wit. It is comically ironic that both husbands suggest 
that their lovers (and wives' best friends) top the list of 
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regular guests. They also propose to invite an odd assortment of 
relatives for entertainment. Vanbrugh's Gripe begins with, 
"besides her [Araminta], maybe sometimes--her husband," and 
includes a niece who writes verses, his sister Fidget, his "little 
cousin that's to marry the fat curate," and his uncle the 
apothecary, with all his children (IV, i 314). Dancourt has a bit 
of fun with a reversal of male-female professional roles as he 
includes "ma cousine l'Avocate [et] sa soeur la Conseillere" (IV, 
vi 115). 
Clarissa, like Angelique, has other ideas of amusing 
company. She will invite only women who have "manners of the 
court .. women of quality." There will be three musical 
"consorts" a week, contemporary English card games of ombre, 
piquet and basset, followed by a fine supper and a ball. On one 
day set aside for conversation, they will read verses, talk of 
books, invent new fashions, tell lies, scandalize friends, and "be 
pert upon religion" (IV, i 315) . Dancourt is especially clever in 
presenting Angelique's distinction of women of quality. Angelique 
prefers "des femmes d'epee" to "des femmes de robes" (IV, vi 116). 
The "noblesse de robe" referred to the "new nobility," often 
wealthy bourgeois who had bought legal administrative offices, 
while "noblesse d'epee" referred to "nobility of the sword"--the 
old aristocracy. Because the pun wouldn ' t "play" in English, 
Vanbrugh is obliged to omit this repartee and the consequently 
witty retort of Lisette: "Madame a les inclinations tout a fait 
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militaires" (Madam has very military inclinations). (IV, vi 116). 
The husbands, of course, are doomed to lose, and sense that 
the game has been rigged, though they can do little since they 
must pacify their wives in order to pursue their own follies. 
Vanbrugh significantly changes two speeches in this scene, which 
should be noted because one hints at moralizing through satire, 
and the other portrays a personalized cynicism. In the first, 
following Clarissa ' s exit, Flippanta expounds: "Mirror of 
goodness! Pattern to all wives ! Well sure, sir, you are the 
happiest of all husbands" (IV, i 316). Vanbrugh had previously 
praised modesty in women, one of the few points on which he agrees 
with moral reformer Jeremy Collier (Vindication as quoted in 
Downes 167). He surely seems to be moralizing through satire in 
Flippanta ' s remark. Vanbrugh continues this theme, adding to it a 
heavy cynicism in the following speech of Gripe: "[T]his I do 
know, that an honest man, who has married a jade, whether she's 
pleased to spend her time at home or abroad, had better have lived 
a bachelor" (IV, i 316). Gripe, of course, is no honest man, 
although here he could be speaking for the author. Vanbrugh wrote 
The Confederacy when he was forty-one. He was fifty-five years 
old when he finally married, and his letters to a lifelong friend, 
Jacob Tonson, indicate he had long considered marriage a "fall" 
from bachelorhood. His correspondence makes clear, however that 
he had not yet repented of his marriage; perhaps he had found a 
sufficiently "modest" companion (To Jacob Tonson in Paris, London, 
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July first 1719). 
As Act IV comes to a close, Brass accosts Gripe, and 
convinces him that Araminta will enter a nunnery unless the 
lovestruck usurer prevents this by paying her debts; the amount, 
three hundred pounds. The poor man consents for fear of losing 
his wits . In addition to the usual word play and extensive 
volubility, Vanbrugh adds in this scene a particularly interesting 
connnent on manners and morality. He has Brass present a detailed 
account of Araminta's expenses (reflecting plausible disbursements 
of some middle class London wives) and he ironically links 
materialism, frivolity and affectation to "quality": 
[S]ir, her coach-hire, her chair-hire, her pin money, 
her china, and her charity--would consume peers. A 
great soul , a very great soul ! (IV, i 318; emphasis 
mine) 
In concluding this medley of matrimonial disharmony and 
familial dissonance, it but remains for Brass to prevent the 
"family way of matchmaking" so that Corinna can "tuck up her 
coats" and elope with the Col onel. Brass will be forced to trade 
one "precious jewel" for another (the richly endowed bourgeois 
daughter) that ' s "set in gold" (IV, i 450). 
The extensive restructuring in Vanbrugh ' s version of Act V 
provides an excellent opportunity for studying the English 
author ' s technique of adaptation. Generally speaking, the 
eliminated elements involve scenes or scene segments that present 
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stereotypical characters engaged in predictable conversation 
which, while it may contain some humor, is not essential to the 
advancement and resolution of intrigues. The added material 
clarifies action and plot development, embellishes the 
individuality of principal characters, and evokes humor through 
dramatic irony and farce. Linguistic changes serve to emphasize 
themes, accentuate character traits, and enliven dialogue with 
colorful idiomatic English. 
Although English critical commentary indicates that The 
Confederacy is one of Vanbrugh's better works because it combines 
Vanbrugh's natural dialogue with Dancourt's skilled plotting (Muir 
139), Dancourt scholars point out that the French author was not 
known for his carefully constructed plots, and cite Les 
Bourgeoises a la Mode among their examples (Blanc, F. C. Dancourt 
53; Lemaitre 93-7). 
As has been previously noted, Vanbrugh probably recognized 
the advantages of restructuring the play after a first reading. 
The two new scenes initiating Acts I and III are significant 
changes. Vanbrugh's third major addition to the play, comprises 
approximately fifty lines of Act V, scene two. Like the preceding 
additions, it evokes humor through dramatic irony and farcical 
stage action. Frank Patterson has noted the superiority of this 
passage which "puts to comic use certain character relations 
already established.'' According to Patterson: 
Dancourt passed up a good opportunity for a lively 
scene when he failed to bring together the two couples 
who parallel the Gripes and the Moneytraps after they 
are all involved in deceiving each other but before 
the deception is revealed, and the exposure of vice is 
never more complete in The Confederacy than in this 
scene. The two men leer at each other ' s wives and 
think each other sorry fools for being so easily 
tricked, their wives all the time praising them for 
hypocritical vows of constancy. (41-42) 
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Vanbrugh does not rely on this new scene segment as his only 
means of restructuring Dancourt ' s conclusion. He eliminates one 
entire scene and cuts another by sixteen lines; he adds one piece 
of exposition, changes entrances and exits, develops dialogue and 
rearranges speeches. 
Initiating the opening scene of Act V, Vanbrugh inserts a 
short dialogue which shows Brass convincing Flippanta that it is 
in her own best interests to prevent the family's premature 
discussion of marriage between Corinna and the Colonel . Evidently 
Vanbrugh felt this conversation needed to be heard, while 
Dancourt, whose audiences were used to having entire battle scenes 
take place off stage, did not deem it necessary. 
Following this brief introduction, Corinna runs out to 
inform Flippanta that the discussion of her marriage is imminent, 
and here Vanbrugh's technique of developing a character's 
individuality is evident. Dancourt's corresponding dialogue is 
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rather flat, depicting only the innocent insecurities of young 
Mariane, and concluding with the serious social commentary of 
Lisette about young girls ' obsessions with marriage (V, ii 135). 
Corinna, the eager young novitiate to the "confederacy," expresses 
her physical excitement in childish outbursts: 
Ah, Flippanta, I ' m ready to sink down, my legs tremble 
under me, my dear Flippy . . . . Ah, Lord, if I ' m 
thus before I come to't, Flippanta, what shall I be 
upon the very spot? Do but feel with what a thumpety 
thump it goes. (V, i 322) 
Flippanta (putting her hand on Corinna's heart) responds 
with characteristically sassy humor, "Nay, it does make a filthy 
bustle" (V, i 323). Both plays present social satire of young 
girls' consuming interest in marriage, but Vanbrugh's Corinna 
displays some individualistic character traits, including her 
speech patterns of repetition, volubility, and fluctuation between 
childish outbursts and contemplation of power achieved through 
marriage. Corinna is certainly not a French ingenue stereotype. 
Whether or not she is an English Restoration comedy stereotype is 
more difficult to determine. She is a caricature portrayed with 
no real psychological depth. But with her character, as with 
others in The Confederacy, Vanbrugh seems to be moving in the 
direction of individualizing. 
Vanbrugh evidently finds Dancourt ' s pursuant plot structure 
satisfactory up to the point where Clarissa decides that Mrs. 
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Amlet must be sent for in order to discreetly cash Gripe's check. 
Clarissa dispatches Flippanta, whereas Jasmin is sent in 
Dancourt's play. This is important, because otherwise Flippanta 
would have no logical place to go during the intimate scene of 
husbands and wives added by Vanbrugh. As a consequence of sending 
Flippanta, Dancourt ' s short scene between Lisette and the jeweler 
is omitted in The Confederacy, which improves the structure by 
quickly moving to the much livelier encounter involving the 
jeweler, Brass, and Gripe. During the course of this discovery 
scene, in which Gripe and Brass argue over ownership of the 
necklace, Vanbrugh makes a number of changes: he has Gripe strike 
Brass and struggle with him; he eliminates approximately sixteen 
lines of repetitious argument, permitting the earlier entrance of 
the wives, Moneytrap and Flippanta; and following their entrance, 
he changes and develops several speeches . 
It is enlightening at this point to compare what Vanbrugh 
eliminated with what he added. Let me offer here a fairly close 
literal translation of the omitted French lines (V, xi 149-150): 
M. Simon: Yes, I was out of my mind to so foolishly hand 
you a note for a thousand dollars. 
Frontin: Well, as far as that ' s concerned, Sir, I did 
exactly as you asked. 
M. Simon: You're a cheat, you 
Frontin: Sir . . . 
M. Simon: I still don't know what you ' re up to. 
Frontin: Let's not mix this up with the ring business . 
(The ring becomes a necklace in Vanbrugh's version.) 
M. Simon: This had to happen to show me what ' s really 
going on. 
Frontin: Let ' s get back to the ring, please. 
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M. Simon: Araminte is just inside, you have my money; give 
it back to me. 
Frontin: Let ' s not confuse things, please. 
M. Simon: You've got to give it to me right away. 
Frontin: I don ' t have the money, and you have the ring. 
M. Simon: Give it back to me. 
Frontin: Give it back to me . 
M. Simon: Give it back to me. 
Frontin: Give it back to me. 
Assuredly, this is not Dancourt's best dialogue, and it is 
taken out of context. This does illustrate, however, Vanbrugh's 
instinct for eliminating or changing weak material and his great 
skill in adapting even good French comedy for the tastes of his 
English audience. Now compare the elaboration and changes of 
Vanbrugh immediately following the entrance of the other 
characters, who arrive as Gripe is attempting to strangle the 
valet. 
Brass attempts to explain Gripe ' s agitation : 
Madam, you see master's a little- - touched, 
that ' s all. Twenty ounces of blood let loose would 
set all right again See how wild he looks; 
how his eyes roll in his head . Tie him down or he'll 
do some mischief or other. (V, ii 330) 
Frontin says simply, "[Il] a la fievre chaude" (He ' s greatly 
agitated) (V, xii 151). 
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The continuing dialogue illustrates how Vanbrugh develops 
character individuality and irony. Clarissa, previously 
characterized by Flippanta as an imperturbable manipulator , calmly 
assumes the pose of soothing her raging husband: 
Clarissa: But don't sweat and curse thyself at this fearful 
rate, don't my dove. Be temperate in your words, and 
just in all your actions; 'twill bring a blessing on 
you and your family. 
Gripe: Bring thunder and lightning upon me and my family, 
If I part with my necklace . 
Clarissa: Why, you'll have the lightning burn your house 
about your ears, my dear, if you go on in these 
practices. (IV, ii 331-2) 
At this point, the inimitable Mrs. Amlet appears, and all 
intrigues are uncovered in the expeditious denouement. There are 
only a few changes here from Dancourt's final scene, but they are 
important and follow previously observed patterns. When the men 
realize they have been caught in the act of attempted adultery, 
Dancourt's Simon simply laments that he has been betrayed , and 
Griffard remarks that everyone is laughing at him, which is "what 
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he deserves." Vanbrugh 's Gripe echoes Simon, "I ' m betrayed , " but 
places responsibility once again on the women 11 . jades on both 
sides , I see that." As Gripe and Moneytrap exit, Gripe explodes, 
" I burst with rage, and will get rid of this noose though I tuck 
myself up with another . " Moneytrap follows his lead: "Nay, pray, 
e'en tuck me up with you" (IV, ii 333). 
Following Mrs. A!nlet ' s revelation of the Colonel ' s true 
identity, Vanbrugh illustrates his technique of building to a 
farcical climax through character reactions which have no 
equivalent in Dancourt's play: 
Araminta: And [you] have had the assurance to put upon us 
all this while? 
Flippanta: And the confidence to think of marrying Corinna? 
Brass: And the impudence to hire me for your servant 
Clarissa: Indeed I think he should be corrected. 
Araminta: Indeed I think he deserves to be cudgelled. 
Flippanta: Indeed I think he might be pumped. 
Brass: Indeed I think he will be hanged . (V, ii 334) 
Like Mme. Amelio in Les Bourgeoises a la Mode, Mrs. Amlet astutely 
recognizes that in this household (as in the society it 
represents) money is power . She asserts that her son Dick is a 
gentleman ' s "fellow, " and will receive from her ten thousand 
pounds. While Mariane claims she would have loved the Chevalier 
even if he had no money (V, xii 363), Corinna is not so naively 
romantic, asserting, "when our estates are put together, I don ' t 
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doubt we shall do as well as the best of 'em" (V, i 334). 
In The Confederacy, Vanbrugh has the young couple then kneel 
before Mrs. Amlet. This ironic representation of paying homage to 
money, the bourgeois source of happiness, is lightened by Mrs. 
Amlet's expression of delight on seeing her "little chickens" 
united. 
Clarissa, like Dancou~t's Araminte, seems content with this 
arrangement, and gives her consent. It is presumed her avaricious 
husband will also agree . Mrs. Amlet is "the proudest of 'em" all, 
and Araminta and Clarissa propose to go on with their "dears" just 
as before. Lisette concludes Les Bourgeoises a la Mode by 
advising husbands against infidelity (V, xiv 164), while Clarissa 
closes The Confederacy with a reference to the continuing war of 
the sexes. There is no moral in Vanbrugh's conclusion, only a 
cynical reminder that a married man can never win: 
... for this late treaty of agreement with 'em 
was so unnatural, you see it could not hold . 
Well 'tis a strange fate, good folks. But while you 
live, everything gets well out of a broil, but a 
husband. (V, ii 335) 
In her closing speech of Act V, Clarissa refers to this 
"late treaty of agreement" which "was so unnatural." In this 
manner Vanbrugh leads the audience into the Epilogue which 
explores "parallels between war against the absolutist Louis XIV 
and insurrection against a despotic husband" (Cordner 416). The 
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imagery of the play's "confederacy of women" is cleverly merged 
with references to the Confederacy of England and her allies in 
the war against France. The double entendre abounds in 
expressions such as "old despotic kingdom," "matrimonial 
monsieurs," and "We join our force--and we subdued our men. 11 Lest 
the tone become too pompously patriotic, Vanbrugh inserts 
occasional lines which recapture the mocking tone of the domestic 
comedy just presented: "They'll stand a shot, who'll tremble at a 
wife . 11 Several lines, on the other hand, clearly refer only to 
the war, especially the extraordinary successes of 1704 and 1705 
when England captured Gibralter and Malborough was victorious at 
Blenheim (Loftis 36): 
The stars are with you, fate is in your hand, 
In twelve months' time you've vanquished half the land; 
Be wise, and keep 'em under good command, 
This year will to your glory long be known, 
And deathless ballads hand your triumphs down 
(Epilogue, The Confederacy, 336) 
In his epilogue Vanbrugh is conventional in his 11Whigish11 
patriotism, theatrically astute in his choice of the "gracefully 
majestick" Mrs. Barry as his speaker, and creative and talented in 
his poetic imagery linking domestic dissension and international 
war. The final couplet of the epilogue has no clear political 
significance and was probably included to provide a subtle 
reference to one Sir John Vanbrugh, who could hardly help 
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recalling during the adaptation of this play his time spent in the 
Bastille just prior to the French premiere of his source play, Les 
Bourgeoises a la Mode. While these final lines play well as a 
reference to the proceeding comedy, there is surely a double 
entendre which Vanbrugh could not resist: a "modest" mention of 
the author ' s multiple services to England as prisoner of war, 
architect of Blenheim Palace, and as theatre manager and 
playwright in "Her Majesty ' s Service." Vanbrugh concludes his 
epilogue: 
For though you cannot boast of many slain, 
Your prisoners show you've made a brave campaign. 
(Epilogue, The Confederacy 336; emphasis mine) . 
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Conclusion 
Adapting Dancourt's Les Bourgeoises a la Mode to suit 
English tastes was a challenging task, especially in 1705 when 
theatr e audiences were unpredictable and there were no clear 
guidelines for attracting or pleasing a diversified public. In 
this period of relative stasis in English drama, Vanbrugh 
demonstrated his skill as one of the great adapters of his time , 
remodeling the French comedie de moeurs into a comedy compatible 
with the English theatre tradition. 
Dancourt presents a satire of the seventeenth-century French 
Bourgeoisie. The tone is light, the plot formulaic, the 
characters generally stereotypical: with the aid of maid and 
valet intrigants, two young lovers are united in spite of parental 
obstinance and domestic follies. The satire of mores, however, is 
particularly witty and detailed. It reflects, with the comic 
distortion of a fun-house mirror , contemporary French middle- class 
society as documented in letters, journals, and most notably in 
the portraiture of the French caricaturist Jean de la Bruyere. 
From his source play, Vanbrugh retains the intrigues (which, 
as Farquhar noted , were expected by the English theatre audience) 
and the satire, which reflected many aspects of contemporary 
England as well as France. But Vanbrugh skews slightly the 
satiric cormnentary so that it projects the English (and perhaps 
the adapter ' s) point of view on subjects such as marriage in 
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disarray, fragmented mores, and sociopolitical upheaval. The 
legerete of a French domestic game of wits and chance is 
transposed into the coarse, bawdy sex antagonism of the 
Restoration theatre tradition. Characters become more explicit 
rogues. Innocent ingenue and pure love are replaced by an 
aspiring female confederate and worldly lust. Vanbrugh appears 
slightly harsher in his depiction of women, exaggerating their 
frivolous manipulative nature while eliminating many references to 
the rude and miserly character of the husbands. The men, however, 
are clearly represented as dupes and dolts, and English women in 
the audience could be amused and modified by this unflattering 
depiction of the male antagonist. 
Vanbrugh develops the double entendre of the war theme, 
seasoning the dialogues with witticisms and puns in the language 
of battle. Domestic satire is linked to the war abroad and at 
home, and ultimately leads to the dual-pronged message of the 
epilogue, which is both a timely appeal to English patriotism and 
an invitation to laugh at the lack of domestic tranquility--a 
common theme in the Restoration theatre tradition. 
Vanbrugh also changes the focus of the satire in other 
areas. While the French author mocks the constraints of the 
regles and bienseances, the Englishman directs his barbs at moral 
reformers and censors. Dancourt refers ironically to the 
bourgeois lifestyle; Vanbrugh employs the term "citizen" in a 
deprecatory sense. Both authors emphasize the theme of pretense 
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and pretentions, but Vanbrugh approaches serious moral commentary 
in his recurring leitmotif concerning the meaning of "quality." 
Indeed , The Confederacy , in its combination of mocking and 
questioning, illustrates what Robert Hume refers to as "the best 
traits of Carolean [or Restoration] comedy" (493) . 
Vanbrugh ' s significant restructuring of Les Bourgeoises 
permits new thematic emphasis, enhances devel opment of the 
fascinating character of Mrs. Amlet, eliminates some uninspired 
scene segments, and dramatically remedies the structural 
disintegration of Dancourt ' s final act. With an eye toward 
increasing lively stage action, visual effectiveness and dramatic 
farce, Vanbrugh rearranges dialogue and adds three major scenes or 
scene segments . The result , according to most critics, is a 
structurally improved play. The specific changes also diminish 
the formality of the French comedy in order to appeal to English 
audiences. 
Finally, it is language, more than anything else, which 
determines the success of an adaptation. In this realm, Vanbrugh 
displays a skill approaching genius. Where French witticisms may 
be effectively translated, Vanbrugh chooses excellent English 
equivalents. When the object of satire or the pun will not play 
in English, the adapter substitutes colorful English idiom, often 
using this opportunity to develop verbal farce, bowdlerize 
characters, or comment on specific English customs. The French 
tradition of striving for le mot juste and avoiding excess 
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verbiage is replaced by a different though equally effective 
English tradition of highly developed metaphorical idiom. In the 
final analysis , something is lost in the translation, but what is 
gained is an effective almost original work well adapted for 
contemporary English tastes. 
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